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Announcements
Homework 3 due Dec 2
Final Dec 15, 11:30-2:30



End-to-end encryption
Encryption decryptable only by the ends
Intermediary don’t receive decryption keys, do not see 
plaintext, and hence cannot read or modify the data 
SSL is an example

?????

Private data
Private data



Some history: Lavabit email encryption 
(not end-to-end encryption)

Shutdown to protect user privacy:

“My company, Lavabit, provided email services to 410,000 people, 
according to news reports – and thrived by offering features 
specifically designed to protect the privacy and security of its 
customers. I had no choice but to consent to the installation of 
their device, which would hand the US government access to all of 
the messages – to and from all of my customers – as they 
travelled between their email accounts other providers on the 
Internet.”
“But that wasn't enough. The federal agents then claimed that 
their court order required me to surrender my company's private 
encryption keys, and I balked. What they said they needed were 
customer passwords – which were sent securely – so that they 
could access the plain-text versions of messages from customers 
using my company's encrypted storage feature.”  (Lavabit founder)







End-to-end encryption for 
messaging







TextSecure
The protocol at the basis of Whatsapp encryption and 
Facebook messenger
Created by Moxie Marlinspike

former head of the security team at Twitter and 
founder of Open Whisper Systems; also sailor, captain, 
shipwright



Together! It will be an interactive lecture!

Real security protocols can be quite complex! So pay 
attention
I simplified/adapted it for this lecture, retaining 
some security components but not others. 

Let’s recreate TextSecure



Why not just SSL for chat?
Users don’t have public keys, certificates
Chat conversations last for a long time, even when 
parties are not online any more
Other extensions: group chat



TextSecure
Phases:
1. Registration
2. Setup conversation
3. Converse



Setup
Consider the context of Whatsapp, where users have 
phone numbers

Server
Alice

Bob

Goal: only Alice and Bob should see these private messages. The server or 
other intermediary should not be able to see them.
Server threat model: could be malicious attacker (man-in-the-middle) with 
the exception of a few times during setup when assumed just passive on-
path



Phase 1: Registration

Server

What property would the server/client like to ensure during registration?
What attack could a user perform?



Registration process
Authenticate server to client
Authenticate client to server (to prevent impersonation 
of a user by another):
n Server sends a token to user’s phone and expects 

the user to send that token back – checks that user 
indeed owns that phone

Provide some public keys to the server



On projector 

Step 2: conversation setup in 
TextSecure*

simplified and adapted to the class

















Short Authentication Strings

a b

gab gab

hash(gab) = 8fa2438432eba2… hash(gab) = 
8fa2438432eba2…

What is a more usable way of checking they agreed 
on the same key?



hash(gab) = 8fa2438432eba2… hash(gab) = 
8fa2438432eba2…

What is a more usable way of checking 
they agreed on the same key?



hash(gab) = 8fa2438432eba2… hash(gab) = 
8fa2438432eba2…

Inattentive user

Is your 
message 
Sweden 
Summer?

yes



How can we fix the problem of 
an inattentive user?

Ask users to type in what the other is saying and have 
the client check it

Any other ways the attacker can attack this?



It can actually fake phone 
calls from recordings..

Shirvanian and Saxena‘14 show that using a small 
number of samples of a user’s voice, audio can be 
synthesized that is indistinguishable from the genuine 
user’s voice



Questions?


